
Regina Warehouse Forklift Training Classes

Regina Warehouse Forklift Training Classes - The reason for warehouse training classes are to raise the awareness of common
workplace hazards. The trainees will learn necessary warehouse safety measures. An emphasis is placed on paying attention to
risk factors that are potential causes of accidents. The objective of the classes is to produce employees who follow safety
regulations, resulting in fewer accidents within the warehouse.

Introduction
Warehouse operations that are orderly and efficient tend to be more successful and safer. It is necessary for the employee to
transport and store the goods throughout the facility in a timely and efficient way. Due to the numerous activities involved in
warehouse operations, staff in warehouse settings may be at greater risk for accidents as opposed to individuals who work in areas
with more limited activities. Thus, companies prioritize warehouse safety. 

Knowledge of possible warehouse dangers is important to preventing accidents. Always be alert to possible hazards and methods
to lessen risks. Do whatever is needed to prevent accidents. 

General Hazards
Common types of hazard in a warehouse environment are slips, trips and falls. These accidents are normally caused when
employees lose their balance or stumble over something which has not been put away correctly. Placing or removing items from
storage could lead to a slip or fumble, potentially causing both item and employee to fall. The potential for slips, trips and falls is
increased when employees are moving supplies on different kinds of floor surfaces and on various levels. Another common danger
is getting hit by falling objects. This is normally caused by failure to properly stack items on shelves and other surfaces. Back
injuries because of improper lifting methods are another common hazard. 

There are inherent risks in utilizing and working around workplace equipment. Accidents may often be caused from the improper
utilization of conveyors, hand trucks and forklift trucks. Warehouse tools, like for instance skids, pallets, cutting and strapping tools,
need to be used carefully throughout loading, packing and unpacking.

Dangerous substances, flammable or combustible materials can pose hazards while being stored in a warehouse. Workers need to
know how to take steps to protect themselves from health hazards while working around hazardous materials.


